
DELIVERING MUSIC INSTRUMENTS TO NEVER AGAIN MEMBERS 
 

In addition to cows, goats ,mattresses, children scholarships, World dancers recently 
donated music instruments to Never Again Cooperative. 

 

The World will heal through our economic, social and spiritual support and this is the 
true healing the World needs. 



Why music instruments to Never Again while Never Again is not a church? 
 

Never Again is a cooperative made by more than 500 members currently, 90% of the 

members have the same church so when Justin was assessing their very pressing 

needs economically, socially and spiritually, they have expressed their economic and 

social needs and when coming to spiritual needs they all said that their small church 

needs music instruments in order to get a good music from the choir which helps a lot 

in getting healed from any inner feelings because when they are worshiping with 

amplified music their feelings change and it is their good time to connect their hearts 

with God, during this time they meditate on what God really wants them to do. Justin 

spent some time with the members sharing about the importance of music in their 

lives  and what he heard from those members caused him to share this need with 

others including World Dancers and happily, World Dancers were touched and moved 

by it and start looking for money to finance it. Find below what members said about 

good music in their lives: 

 
 
 
 
 



Significances of  good music according to Never Again members: 
(See below) 

 
 



Music combines spiritual and emotional aspects with structure and logic; Music links 

the artistic to the scientific and the intuitive to the intellectual. Music pleases, music 

heals, music wakes us up , music puts us to sleep ,music entertains, music improves 

moods ,music is divine ,music transcends national and international boundaries, music 

transcends individual religious beliefs, music blesses , music brings harmony in the 

world ,music improves creativity, creativity creates music and music with literature 

makes the universe. If man is the best creation of God then music is the best creation 

of man. It not only touches the heart but also manifests the implicit humanity and 

sensitivity which has separated man from animal. Music breaks all divisions of race, 

religion, cast and creed. It is a wonderful force which can bring and establish 

international peace, love and brotherhood. What speeches and articles cannot do, the 

magic of music can do easily and naturally. Music heals and soothes and sometimes 

electrifies. Music does not only touch the heart but also manifests the implicit 

humanity and sensitivity which has separated man from animal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Receiving the donation, some members were  unloading instruments from the 
vehicle while others were dancing and singing with a lot of joy. It was such a special 
day for them and the government leaders were there to share with the members 
happiness they had and to be aware of that donation which was provided to the 
Rwandan community 



Members singing while receiving their music instruments 







Installing music instruments. During this time the members were still singing and 
dancing. The instruments are; keyboard,Speakers,ampli-mixer,microphones and 

electrical components 



Ampli-mixer 



Keyboard 





After installing the instruments and checking them, the choir leader( the man in a suit) 
stood up and ask the whole members to raise and give a very big clap to World Dancers 
to express their appreciations and acknowledgment of donation from them 



Members clapping for World dancers and welcoming music instruments as 
something very special in their rural area 



With amplified music, members did not want to stop dancing because it was 
something special to have those music instruments in such a rural area and their 
neighbors were there surrounding their church house as they could not have 
enough space in the church house, so they listened to music being out of the 
church house 







There were as many participants as they could not fit in the church house, so some of 
them were inside and others were outside as you see on the following photo  



Participants outside 



Participants outside were also dancing together with those inside because the 
music was reaching everywhere as it was amplified. It was not only joy to Never 

Again members but also to their neighbors 



World Dancers have been walking alongside with us in every single concern we had to 
reach our long-term sustainability, we have been given cows, goats, mattresses and 
our children have been sent to schools because of support we have been getting from 
those generous sisters. Today, we are rejoicing for having received music instruments 
for which we prayed and fasted for long time until we felt we had to give up. We 
looked at our financial possibilities, we realized we were not in a position of buying 
those instruments, the only small hope we had was to get them as a donation but this 
was like a dream for us.  Today, it is no more a dream but our sisters made it a reality, 
we thank them so much and we pray that God bless them as they are blessing us, we 
promise that your donation to us will bring a big change to our whole country. Said the 
Deacon 



Our church is given the strong value, this was the most pressing need we had in order to meet all the 
spiritual needs of our church members. Some members were even discouraged to come to church 
which does not have music instruments, from today onward, this concern won’t be there anymore. I 
know that we are going to welcome more church members because a great answer is found. We will 
not only use those instruments in this small church but also in different areas bringing the gospel 
message through our good music and several people will be saved because of this. Thank you so much 
dear Dancers. Pastor 



We have been using this traditional drum to 
improve our music not because we liked it but 
because we did not have other choice, we 
have been limited in our abilities. Our wish 
was to move from this drum to owning 
professional instruments but this was far from 
what we could think it will happen some time 
because we did not have any reason to say 
that some when in the future we will have 
music instruments. When Justin asked us 
about our great concern for our spiritual 
development, we were ashamed to tell him 
that we need music instruments because we 
thought he could not consider that need 
despite how much distressing it was for us. 
Finally we told him about it and he told us he 
will share that with others to see if something 
will be done. Now we are celebrating  the 
instruments after a short period since we 
shared with him that need. As Justin brought 
our need to Dancers, we also request him to 
bring our thanks and appreciations to them 
because the prayer has been answered . We 
cannot thank you enough but God who knows 
how much we wanted music instruments will 
bless you. Choir member 



There is a Rwandan saying which says:” a true relative’s 
responsibility is to bring his brother/sister out of hardships 
“  World Dancer who are supporting you in such a 
significant and life-changing way, show that they are 
committed to bringing you out of poverty and any other 
social and spiritual concerns you have been experiencing 
years and years, this commitment qualifies them to be 
your true relatives as our saying says and there is nothing 
more important in a family than having a true relative. 
What I can say to your supporters as a sector leader is that 
what they are doing brings a great impact not only to 
Never Again but also to the whole sector and the country. 
Supporting such a big community is a great answer to us 
as leaders because we feel they are generous people who 
are taking some of our concerns and find solutions for 
them. On behalf of Sector management and in my name, I 
would like to express my sincere gratitude and 
appreciations to Justin for having built this strong and 
living relationship between this group and World Dancers, 
I already know them because of what they have already 
done in our Sector . Dancers what you have done and are 
still doing here can speak about your generosity, 
commitment, love and kindness you have for the 
Rwandans, we will never forget of your great contribution 
toward changing lives of disparate people of our country. 
Executive Secretary of Gahini Sector 



Members of Never Again, what I see is that you 
are really blessed and your blessing is coming 
to the bigger community and in the future the 
whole country will benefit from them. 
I am very happy that in this cell which is located 
in such a remote area, we get music 
instruments, once the amplified music is 
produced, it reaches to several people and for 
sure more they get it and feel it more they are 
saved and their ways change which is such a 
significant step toward the healing of the 
country. 
 
I will be proud of my this place while listening 
to good music, I will know that people I lead 
are happy and peaceful because the music is a 
great tool in getting inner peace and happiness. 
We honor every work which has been done by 
World Dancers. I saw their cows, goats and 
other projects which really show that they have 
a bigger vision for our country. We thank 
Dancers for their life-changing work here and 
we thank Justin for ensuring a good connection 
between this group and their donors. “Cell 
leader” 
 
 



All in all we need to thank World Dancers 
and God who enables them in what they 
need to do. I know how much you 
needed those instruments because even 
after sharing with you while I was doing 
assessment, I took another time sharing 
with your leaders about the same issue 
and I got to know that you really want 
music instruments. Thanks to Dancers, 
your sisters who donated them, so many 
problems you had are solved. I want to 
tell you that in Kigali town when the 
Church does not have music instruments 
, it does not get members, this is such 
the greatest challenge for the church to 
get members, but  now you are donated 
those instruments, you are very blessed 
that any need you present to dancers 
they respond you and their response is 
not for a short period of time but for 
long term. I thank government leaders 
for joining our celebration today and I 
want to proclaim that our celebration 
was done in the honor of dancers who 
financed this project. Justin 



Moving from using this traditional drum to using modern and professional instruments 
brings a new story in the community and the church. Thank you Dancers, for your great 
contribution  toward the real healing our country needs. Justin 



Acknowledgments: 

My great and sincere acknowledgments are expressed to dancers who supported this program . I 

wish to let you know the importance of music for us in order that you can understand the level 

of my thanks: 

Music cannot be seen as simply a vehicle for the emotions but also as a complex creation of the 

intellect. You might think that it was just purchasing musical instruments and hand them to 

Never Again; you have gone far beyond this. Music is the sound of life! The melody of its myriad 

emotions. Whether we are feeling low, supremely happy, overwhelmed, and hopeful or simply 

need a gentle humming in the background...music always has an answer. Its dark, light, bright, 

soft hues lend vibrancy to life. Study shows that music plays a vital role in the development of 

physical, mental, emotional and social skills of human and it is also therapeutic. And in this world 

and life we are living today music serves as the vehicles for our escape. It helps us in dealing with 

daily stress and keeps us focus and alive! Music makes the world sing in harmony. It can heal, 

uplift, help force someone to stand on their own two feet and praise the heavens above. It can 

unite and give power to those who feel weak, while allowing others to speak when their voices 

cannot be heard. 

  
  



Music gives sight to those who cannot see and allows freedom to those imprisoned 

by their own hate, through a simple rhyme it's the most magnificent and magical 

form of expression known. Enjoyed by billions in all different languages and shared by 

all ages, without the hindrance of race, creed, color or ethnicity. It's often said music 

comes from the heart and the power of it can even help to heal. Music isn't just a 

tune or a beat or some words that rhyme, it has meaning and music is the most 

comforting soul when there's no one around to comfort you. Without music life 

would be a soulless place full of mourn and dread. No matter what you're feeling 

there's a song out there waiting to be listened to and that's the beauty about it. 

 

Dancers, I hope you can see the impact of music instruments you have donated, it is 

so huge and priceless. We can get the good music when we have music instruments 

and we already have them from you, so Never Again has already started experiencing 

the significances of music in our lives. So many thanks to you for always being there 

for us. “Justin”  Goats For Life-Rwanda 


